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Abstract
In covariant field theories such as general 
relativity the application of Noether’s theorem results 
in a set of identities which are satisfied regardless of 
whether the field equations are satisfied or not (so- 
called strong conservation laws). In the conventional 
formulation these identities contain non-tensorial quanti­
ties and non-tensorial operations. Thus, for example, 
the energy-momentum-pseudo-tensor of general relativity 
is obtained from such formulations. In this paper the 
identities arising from Noether 1 s theorem are written 
in an obviously covariant form containing only tensors and 
covariant derivatives. As an example we give these iden­
tities for general relativity.
I. Introduction
1
Consider a field whose field equations may be derived from the 
principle of stationary action. If X is the Lagrangian density for the 
field \|r^ then the action I is defined by
I =
R(x^)
'E(x^ ^ A ^ A , r ) ^  * ( 1 . 1)
where R(x^) is the integration region and | denotes the derivative ofA , r
Twith respect to x . X can always be written in the form
£ = v^i L (1 .2 )
where L is a scalar function. In order to introduce our notation we shall
consider the variation of I in detail.
2Perform the variations
♦ 4 + kvi * ♦ \> 6*a = ♦ \ - ♦
 ^a t * + kv. . = \lr ' , (6\lr ) = 6 (\lf )A,r YA,r A,r T A,r * v TA ,r 0 ^ a
R (xZ ) - R(x^ + ki/) = R'(xX ) , 6x^ = ku^
A,r (1.3)
where k is an infinitesimal parameter, u ' (x) is an arbitrary vector field 
and VA is an arbitrary tensor field. The variation 6\jf is the Lie 
differential of i|r . The variation of the limits of integration is defined 
by the third equation in (1.3). Under these variations the action becomes a 
function of k, expanding about k = 0 and integrating by parts yields the 
varied action 61
where
61 ■ J [ £X  + O f  6*A + ) , r  ]  = 0 .
R A ’r
«A ÖX f d Z  "\
- S * A ' X . r ^ . r  ‘
(1.4)
(1.5)
For all the following analysis we specialize the variations to infinitesi-
O
mal coordinate transformations. Following Bergmann the field variation
6ilr can be written A
6 =  F^1, 6xS - \lf 6xS .YA As ,r tB yA,s
Since 6i|r is the Lie differential of a tensor the ordinary derivatives on 
the right hand side of (1.6) can be replaced by covariant derivatives 
(which will be denoted by a semicolon)
( 1 . 6)
6+A = FAs 6xS;r ' ♦a j s 6^  ■ (1.7)
3
From (1.6) and (1.7) follows
+ A;r - V r  + FAs V p  +B ( 1 . 8 )
where T is the Christoffel symbol constructed from the metric tensor r p
• Equation (1.8) holds for all tensors including gfl^  for whichXk
8Xk;r ^A;r 0 (1.9)
There are some results in this paper which are not valid for the g
Xj K.
field because of (1.9). When a formula contains \|f this formula mayA ; r
not hold for the metric field g ^  . When these cases arise they will 
either be explicitly pointed out or obvious from the context. For varia­
tions which vanish on the boundary we can use Gauss's law and (1.4) to 
deduce Lagrange's equations
XA = 0 . (1 .10)
In order to derive the identities implied by Noether's theorem, however, 
we assume the field equations are not satisfied.
II. Conventional Formulation
In order to derive Noether's identities in the conventional for­
malism one uses (1.6) and (1.4) and obtains
6 I = J [ ( -  ^ A s V . r ' ^  V s ) 6
R
+  0 X 6 S  +  6 x 8
X
+ di|fA, r <FLPV V p - V s 6xS> ),r ]A  = 0 (2-D
If Gauss's law is used in (2.1) and variations which vanish on the boundary 
are considered, one obtains the identities
V s  = 0
r\
which are called the Bianchi identities by Bergmann. Using the Bianchi 
identities in (2.1) one obtains
( 2 . 2 )
61 =
R V5V r  ’A >S
- 6s£ - * A  F A s  O . r 6x"
- \|r - 6r£ - £A FBr - (FBr —  è ) 6xs
r A,S s As Vb K As ^* A , p ,p
, Br s ] ,4 _
+ atA rAs +B 6x ,r,lJ d X = 0 • (2-3)
s s sAt any point 6x , 6x and 6x are independent and their coefficients
» L > r ¡Jo
must vanish separately. One must use the symmetry property
c s c sOX = ÔX „»rj , 1 , r
before setting the coefficients of 6xS equal to zero. Define
5.r _ 3X , -r „t = rr \k . - 6 X ,s r A,s s (2.4a)
Tr = tr - XA F^r \jr , s s As Y B (2.4b)
, rX _ Br dX
s As d\|r ^B ’A,j£
(2.4c)
where t will be called the canonical momentum complex, Tr will be called the
rXmomentum complex and bg will be called the spin complex. The term complex 
means that these quantities are only tensor densities under linear transforma­
tions. For example in special relativity t^ is called the canonical momentum 
"tensor" while in general relativity t is the energy momentum pseudo-tensor. 
In terms of these non-tensorial quantities, the varied action becomes
61 = - Tr 6xS - (Tr - b U  ) 6xS s,r s s ,jT  ,
+ b ri 6xS 1 d4x = 0 . s ,r ,XJ (2.5)
•jThe identities which follow are (Noether ' s theorem )
V s  ' 0 (2.5a)
T = 0 s ,r (2.5b)
Tr - b U  = 0s s ,JL (2.5c)
b r^ + b ^ r = 0 . s s (2.5d)
6III. Covariant Formulation
In this section we shall rewrite equations (2.5) so that only
tensors and tensorial operations (covariant differentiation) appear. To do
this we use (1.8) and write X in terms of \lr. instead ofYA;r TA,r
i(xA|+Al*A.r) = £(xX|*Al+A;r ' FAi V  “ ‘ (3a>pr *
Of course this substitution cannot be made for the gravitational field gXk
because g satisfies (1.9). The same type of relation as (1.2) connects9l  k
X with L c c
£ c = ^ 8  Lc • (3.2)
The variation of the action associated with X leads toc
61
R
’A -" J [Lc 6 ♦.* + C ^ T  « ♦. + L. 6xr ) ; r ] ^ = 5 A = 0 (3.3)
a ô  L  /-ò L
Lc = ‘ (*fAiTX  • (3.4)
Lagrange's equations are
LA = 0c (3.5)
One can easily prove the following relation
J l ,  la  = XA , (3.6)
and, therefore, the two forms of Lagrange's equations are equivalent. Using 
(1.7) in (3.3) one obtains
761 = ( (L> A s V ; r  + Lc V s ) 6:
f  A Bi, s c Br s
+  I L F  \k 6x +  77— F. to 6x V c  As YB aty.. As YB ;rA ; r
ÒL
A;4 +A;s 6x8 + Lc 6x^ ) u  ^  = ° • (3’7)
From (3.7) one derives the covariant Noether identities in the same way as the 
non-covariant identities (2.5) were derived. Using Gauss's law and (3.7) we 
can deduce the Bianchi identities
( lA F^ r to v c  As vBy; + L i|r. = 0 . r c TA:s (3.8)
Using the Bianchi identities in (3.7) one obtains
61 = . r- S . 6x • «  ■ ■" j 6x UR
where
+ Brk 6xr;i;k d \  = 0
i  0 L C  . . 1  _u = 77—  è - 6 L
r S+A;£ A !r r c
(3.9)
(3 .10a )
J , _ A tA BAS = u - L F. L  r r c Ar TB (3.10b)
ik _ BA 5Lc ,, .
Br ” FAr SIT.. +B ‘ (3.10c)A j K
In (3.9) the coefficients of 6xr, 6xr and l/2(6xr + 6xr ) must
yJC J Hf y K  j K j x ,
vanish separately. This leads to the following set of identities
LA FBr ) + la. c As Jr C
1/2 B fr \ l rsp i = 0 ,
(3.11a)
(3.11b)
8S£ -  B£ k = 0 , r r ;k * (3.11c)
B^k + Bk  ^r r 0 (3.lid)
j^
where Rrgp is the Riemann tensor which enters by way of the Ricci identity
(6xrU;k ‘ = - 6xPR^ k ' (3-12)
sr> and are the tensors which replace T^, t^ and b ^ kof (2.5), The 
identities (3.11) along with the field equations = 0 represent a completely 
covariant field theory. All the quantities appearing in (3.11) are tensors 
and only covariant derivatives appear.
The existence of the completely covariant identities (3.8) is not 
due to the fact that ^ was used in the Lagrangian density instead of
^A,r ’ but to the way the terms were collected together in (3.9). In (3.9) 
we have used covariant derivatives 6xr^  and 6xr.i#k whereas in the con­
ventional formulation 6xr ^ and 6xr ^ k were used. Even the theory of 
gravitation for which
can be written in a completely covariant form.
The two sets of identities (2.5) and (3.11) must be equivalent 
because they arise from the same variational principle. This equivalence 
may be verified directly by writing out (3.11) in terms of ordinary quantities 
and operations and noting that (2.5) follows.
9
■iXi— Covariant Formulation of General Relativity
In this section we write the identities corresponding to (3.8) for 
the Lagrangian of general relativity. Writing this Lagrangian in the form
Xc = ^ Lc =  V gX k K k  J 84k,r = ci R + XM (4.1)
c4
where c ± = ; c is the speed of light and G is the Newtonian gravita­
tional constant. In (4.1) R is the usual Lagrangian for the gravitational
fleld 8j0k and XM = Z^"8 h i is the Lagrangian for the source fields i|r . We 
shall assume that second derivatives of the metric tensor occur only in R 
since this is the case for all practical situations. Define
SL
a*A; r V s
- 6 r Ls c
, 2 r A „Br ."*----- E - L F a ikcs c As tB (4 .2a)
IICl
3*5 co
PQ 2 V
dXM
S k . r
. 9LM  Bk
(4 .2b)
nknr _ 2gsi dX cL» —S dg 9 
8Xk,n,r
(4 .2c)
where
and
(4.3)
(4.4)
Ercs ’sk (4.5)
One now proceeds in exactly the same way as when deriving (3.11) and finds 
the following identities for general relativity
10
( lA F®r O  + L A t + f - ^ - E k ^ = 0V c  As B/;r c A;s Vy—— cs / ;k
Ss-r - 1/2 Rskr <Bor + Cf n .„> ' 1/3 (rP „ s>r SKr P p ,n srk;n
(4.6a)
+ r P ) cknr = 0snk;r p (4.6b)
Ss ' Bsr ;k ' 1/2 R--” l1-114 - 1/2 R.r • CkW!s id p knj£ s
- 1/2 RP Cknr - 1/2 RP . Cknr snk p snk p
+ 1/6 Rr Cknp + 1/6 Rr . Cknp = 0 , pnk s npk s *
Bkr + Brk + Ckrn + Crkn = 0 , s s ;n ;n
cknr + ckrn + cnkr + cnrk + crnk + crkn = 
s s s s s s
(4.6c) 
(4.6d) 
(4.6e)
Equations (4.6) along with the field equations
ErS = 0c
^  = ° (4.7)
represents a completely covariant theory of gravitation. All quantities
appearing in (4.6) and (4.7) are tensors and all derivatives are covariant.
IciTIn order to reduce Bg to the form (4.2b) one must use the following interes­
ting identity
R . c ^ f - i  r
Bg ) +'lk,r ^ &ik,r,n ,n 
d ^^ /-'g R
Yd ^/-g R
pn vpk,n,r
+ r pn 3g = 0pk,n,r (4.8)
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in the expression
d£
( - *
(4.9)
which appears in the varied action associated with (4.1).
We shall delay the interpretation of the various terms in (4.6) 
until a later publication.
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quantities and non-tensorial operations. Thus, for example, the 
energy-momentum-pseudo-tensor of general relativity is obtained 
from such formulations. In this paper the identities arising 
from Noether's theorem are written in an obviously covariant form 
containing only tensors and covariant derivatives. As an example 
we give these identities for general relativity. (Author)
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